
Curator's Letter
D A N I  K R E U S C H

Dear Reader
 
It’s a pleasure and a pride to present you with the second edition of Meraki; the little 
fanfare of words to take with you through the end of 2018. As I expected, the works 
submitted for this edition varied not only from each other but from those submitted for 
Volume I in June. That is one of the things that makes me most delighted about being 
able to curate and collect work over a long period of time: you see different people 
being brave about different things, and it adds an authentic flavour to the work that 
you’d never be able to synthesise. 
 
My hope is that you can find something in this pot of gumbo that resonates with you in 
some way. These words are gifts from the writers’ hearts to yours, and if you find one 
you like – hold on to it. Tightly. Please feel free to share the magazine with whomever 
you can think of, so that they may have the chance of being touched and moved as well.
 
Thank you for reading and accepting the fruits of the terrifying act that is putting bits of 
your soul to paper in flawed language. And thank you to every one of the brave, brilliant 
Beloved ones who trusted me to send out things so precious to them to others as gifts.
 
Merry Christmas, and may 2019 start with peace.
 
Dani
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A debate about love
A N O N Y M O U S

i. It’s funny where people keep their change. Every one 
of them a different currency, every one of them picking 
a different treasure trove. Pockets, jars on the shelf, the 
bottom of bags, crevices of the car, house, room where 
the lost socks live. So many have handed change to me 
and I have put it all in a tightly locked box under by bed. 
Safe and saving. One day, I tell myself, I will be brave 
enough to count the cost and allow one of those 
currencies to impact my life. I will collect changes from 
one person’s pockets, car, house, hands that also want 
to entwine into mine, and I will let him have the key.
 
ii. I don’t need an interior designer. I need bulldozers. 
Wrecking balls. There is too much mould. Too much 
empty space. Too much hoarded clutter. This house has 
been built for one creature, and it has no space for 
another. Those who have tried to squeeze inside have 
been smothered, crushed, pierced with nails and 
shattered glass and banging doors. And, with apologies 
on my stained teeth, I’ve kicked them out.
 
iii. If this is the extent to which I can love, I don’t want 
love. If my dreams and yearnings have made me 
believe I can be more than I can be – if I will never be 
able to give more and pour out more purely than I am 
doing right now – then lock me up in a tower that is 
flung into the emptiness of space. I want to go chest 
cracked open, thoughts screamed loud and clear, 
freefalling and totally naked. If can’t love like that... I 
don’t want any part of a plastic alternative.
 
iv. “Some things are worth having your heart broken 
for.” You are. You are. You are.

Bum Bumped
L E E A N A H

"As I see judgement pass by each second, as if I hear 
your thoughts out loud. ‘Results of laziness, weakness ' 
endlessly you say, your face says it all and more. Blame 
and shame as my daily course of meal, all I long to see is 
the day I am blessed with that deep sleep. I try to beg, 
but my pride cannot let me, although my face does not 
do me justice...”
 
"How I wonder, I wonder what that man warmed by 
boxes , old rags and a little thread of hope that he'll 
have at least a slice to keep him through the night 
thinks. What bedrock he had hit, whereby it took sucked 
out all his courage, strength and hope to an extent of 
giving up. I wonder if they ever get a glance of 
happiness as they swim in their sorrowful thoughts, 
whether they still remember the direction of their 
cheeks while smile, or how they stretch when they 
laugh, considering the harmony of laughter. I wonder if 
they sometimes just occasionally feel loved, or feel the 
butterflies of being in love. 
 
Could and would love exist in their paradise?

“Some things are worth 
having your heart 
broken for.” iv.

YOU ARE.  YOU ARE.  YOU ARE.
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I am not Cinderella
A N O N Y M O U S

The choir of voices are all well-meaning
Incessant bird-pecking queries why I don’t
Do something pretty with my hair
My clothes. My face.
When I do, they crow, I look stunning.
I cannot find unawkward ways to tell them
That it is because I am not Cinderella.
 
I do not want people (a man) to fall in love with clothes 
and hair and makeup
Because when midnight strikes and I’m just me again
I’m scared he won’t want to settle for pumpkin pie.
I do not want to deceive the one I give my heart to.
Because my glass I leave behind is more likely to shatter 
and cut than to slip back 
Onto a foot it was made especially for and never really fit 
anyway.
 
I’m not Cinderella.
I’m not Snow White, either.
Or Rapunzel, Mulan, Ariel, Elsa.
I’m not even Belle, even though
My life is a mild retelling of Beauty and the Beast.
This one is avant garde, though –
This time, the beauty isn’t the woman
Having to look past the ugly in the man.
This one is flipped around, turned on its head:
We’re all a little mad, here.
 
I want him to see me with plain hair
Jeans and a Tshirt
No way to hide the ugly outside or in
And I want him to fall for that first.
Once I know
Once I’m sure
Once he looks at me bare, monster bones and can love 
that, anyway...
Then I will put on dresses and hairdos and makeup and I 
will stun him.
Because he is the one who has earned the effort.
 
And that is more of a fairy tale than anything I have ever 
heard before.
Miraculous impossibility, carried forward through the years
From the desperate mind of the little girl who hoped for a 
man
Who would love her not only despite her body weight
But because of it.
I’ve turned the dream simpler, now.
Because I am not Cinderella
And fairytale endings don’t happen to the comic relief.

You found me
K A T E  M A T O O A N E

For many years I had walked alongside my death. 
Carrying him as if he were my only friend.
Until you, that was.
When you came into my life the view was no longer 
grey. 
As the days passed only vibrant colours reminded.
In the garden I felt you. 
It was the season of spring,
It consumed me. 
Spring consumed me.
Like an exposed seed your soil covered me 
It nurtured, preserved and sustained me
I was never cold, never alone, never without.
From a seed I grew
And with the hope of a future my roots developed.
They went on for miles in either direction.
They looked, felt and smelt like you.
Suddenly, the burden of my death diminished.
I was no longer bent over 
I was beginning to straighten up.
As the Sun kissed my face branches and leaves shot 
out. 
I was dancing to the sound of the wind.
I was dancing to the sound of you.
In the wind I heard you.
I underestimated the power of the wind.
Of you.
You could be gentle and loving or fierce and 
destructive.
But even when you were strong and overwhelming 
You never uprooted me 
You never broke me.
You were my protector and my friend.
You are my friend.
Whenever the weeds collected at my feet 
Strangling and suffocating me
You blew them away. 
Thereafter, you would love on me as your fingers 
brushed through my hair.
In love I found you.
I thought...
Finally, I have overcome the journey of madness to 
find me.
But, I was wrong, it wasn't to find me, it was to find 
you.
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Four Things One Person 
Observed Different 
Hands Doing in the 
Space of Five Minutes
D A N I  K R E U S C H

Prelude: “There are twelve things that amaze me. No, 
thirteen I don’t understand.”
 
• God.
• How society has turned so disgusted at the mere 
mention of weight.
• The way circumstance shapes personality that shapes 
circumstance in ancient Ourobors.
• Different languages.
• How English can drive itself mad. (Why is it that when a 
door is partially open it’s ajar, but a partially open jar 
isn’t adoor?)
• How the medieval peoples managed to build rope 
bridges across vast canyons.
• Mythology.
• The spaces cats can squeeze themselves into.
• People who can leave the piece of media (art) behind 
once it has ended.
• Those who can make the images in their minds 
materialise as pictures on a page.
• Hands
• Old, empty, dignified buildings that all at once 
whisper histories, keep secrets, and stand too broken 
to speak at all.
• Six degrees of separation (from Kevin Bacon).
 
HANDS
 
i.                    Nervous, bored, agitated, contemplative, 
excited, focused: no matter the mood, my fingers 
cannot stay still. Often, this means that I play with my 
rings, taking each off and placing it on a different finger 
on its hand until all five fingers have been given due 
attention. Taking them both off at once and fitting them 
together as best they can. Turning the Claddagh ring 
around. Changing each to the opposite hand. Moving 
my silver ring from thumb to thumb ceaselessly.
 
Usually, I’m completely unaware of what my hands are 
doing until I inevitably drop one of the rings and have to 
go scurrying under tables and between feet 
 

K A T E  M A T O O A N E

to fetch it before it gets lost. Losing them sitting in a 
lecture hall is the worst, because they drop down to 
the level of chairs below me and I can’t just slip out of 
my seat and go ferreting but I know it’s there and 
there is little more on my mind than my pressing 
desire to go get it…
 
Today, I’m walking around the Arch looking for all the 
things I can see hands do in the five minutes I have to 
waste. And that makes me aware that as I stand like a 
stalker in the corner, my fingers are not still. When my 
attention to my strange ring habits makes me self-
conscious, I make myself stop and look away. When I 
pull myself forcefully out of my daydream, it’s to find 
one of my many bracelets wrapped around my fingers 
as I stretch and fiddle with that, instead.
 
ii.                  A young man and his two friends wait in 
line for coffee. They’re having a discussion which 
causes big gestures in the air that mimic the signal for 
a plane to take off. One of them keeps putting his 
fingers into his other hand and cracking his knuckles 
so loudly it can be heard even over the exclamations 
of “bru!” and “but, no, you don’t understand!” The 
young man is participating by adding expletives every 
couple of seconds, but his fingers are glued to his 
phone, typing away more rapidly than even his friend 
is speaking and gesturing.
 
He stops only when he needs to illustrate a point by 
creating gentle gestures in the sky. It looks faintly like 
a butterfly, but is doubtfully meant to represent 
something so peaceful and innocent. While one hand 
gives his suddenly-laughing friends the finger, the 
other returns to his phone, tapping out a single rhythm 
that is soon turned into a complex drumbeat when his 
second thumb joins in once more.
 
iii.                The woman’s hand is pink from the 
tightness of the leash wrapped around it; her dog has 
seen something on the tree and is straining to get to it 
as fast as possible. Her daughter zoots in front of them 
both on a black plastic scooter. Eventually she gives up 
and loosens the pleather from around her palm and 
while the dog sniffs enthusiastically she tries to rub 
the pinkness away.
 
The child falls with almost no noise at all, and by the 
time she’s worked through the shock and is starting 
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K A T E  M A T O O A N E

 to cry, woman is beside her. Looping the leash into the 
crook of her elbow, the woman uses both hands to 
check the little girl for more than just scrapes, 
occasionally reaching up to wipe away fat tears that still 
spill across her daughter’s face.
When no severe damage is found the hands turn to 
cleaning up the snot with a tissue produced from the 
magic place all moms keep such things. One hand 
keeps stroking her daughter’s hair and forehead, 
alternating between palmed strokes and soothing 
swishes of just the thumb. The dog snuffles up and 
noses her and the girl, seeking attention. Talking to the 
little girl now, one hand still stroking her hair, the 
woman’s other hand goes to scratch the dog behind 
the ears. The dog’s tail begins to wag happily.
 
v.                  They stalk out of the coffee shop clutching 
coffee cups, a brown paper bag each and obvious 
anger. They make it about halfway across the lawns 
before the young man, who has always been at least 
three paces in front of her, stops and spins around. 
They’re yelling quietly enough that only the group 
sitting closest to them startles and looks their way, but 
they’re yelling none-the-less.
He makes his points by cutting the air with a chopping 
motion, short and forceful, the brown packet bouncing 
as it’s forced to follow the motion. Chopping quickly 
turns to pointing. She doesn’t like this, and her free 
hand flickers starbursts of energy just above her head, 
curling out in a (sarcastic) question before gesturing 
sharply and wildly in his direction. 
His chopping resumes, this time into the palm of his 
other hand, skilfully negotiating the coffee. The brown 
packet is getting a beating it doesn’t deserve. She folds 
her arms, as heedless of her purchases as he is.
 
They come to an impasse, suddenly still. She licks at 
the plastic lid of her coffee to clean up the specks 
spilled in their exchange. He looks at his bag, crumples 
it further, then sticks it under his armpit.
 
He holds out his free hand to her. She keeps still for a 
long moment, then switches her packet to her other 
hand and locks fingers with his. They fade into the 
distance, hands still entangled together.
 
Prompt: Write a list of your fascinations. Pick one. 
Write it in the form that seems best to you to 
elucidate it best.

I am the old normal
K A T E  M A T O O A N E

I am disconnected yet,
I force myself to plug in and interact because I am 
human.
Surely, if we are all human there is something in each of 
us worth exploring.
But then, the connection fails as I am reminded that our 
attitude has changed. 
How we see and respond to things, people and 
situations. 
This is the old lie.
Gone are the days of pay phones and letters,
Of torn shoes and scabbed knees
Of communication that broke hardship,
And love that disrupted all earthly understanding.
This is the old lie.
Nothing works in isolation
We are all interdependent.
A system of intricate and varied components
All equal in their contribution.
I am burdened by the truth
Like a pea split in two, 
The dichotomy remains.
I am on the periphery. 
I am the old normal.

GONE ARE THE DAYS OF 
PAY PHONES AND LETTERS,

OF TORN SHOES AND 
SCABBED KNEES

OF COMMUNICATION THAT 
BROKE HARDSHIP,

AND LOVE THAT DISRUPTED 
ALL EARTHLY 

UNDERSTANDING.
 

THIS IS THE OLD LIE
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K A T E  M A T O O A N E

 Extend. v. I come to the end of myself again and find 
frayed pieces and torn-away means of continuation. 
And, as I’m crying, You sew a bit of Yourself on so I have 
more I can be.
 
 
Order. v. There are loopholes for everything, except the 
jeans you really want to wear that don't fit any more.
Want. v. I lost my need but not my desire. If you think 
this a riddle, then you have never loved somebody so 
much that you refuse to be in love with them.
 
 
King, n. I never understood chess, until the day where I 
was check-mated by Your love and was delighted by the 
prospect of being conquered.
 
 
Courageous, adj. For some, bravery lies in mountains. 
For others, it's greeting the new day's sun like a friend 
rather than an enemy. For others still, the loudest roar 
comes across through a deep, shaky breath and a timid 
reply that starts, "Actually..."
 
 
Note, n. Step, step, step, quick pause. Lean down, scoop 
flowers from the danger of being stood upon. Glance 
around for owner and find none. Get intoxicated by the 
smell and the beauty. Tuck them close: they're Dad's 
lunchbox note to remind you He loves you.
 
 

Dictionary Entries
V A R I O U S  A N O N Y M O U S

I was thinking about you yesterday, while trying to iron 
a white fitted sheet. Reminded of your insistence on 
white homeware; how you only eat from white 
crockery. Thought of how we yearn for perfection, for 
something in our lives or something about us to 
remain unscarred, unstained and (proud to be?) 
unhidden. Like a display of purity. It’s kind of why I 
stopped writing, you know. I was seduced by white 
linen. It’s shallow. I know. We’re humans and oh so 
shallow. Shocking, right?! because we’re also image 
bearers of Someone who’s immeasurably deep – made 
oceans that we can never get to the bottom of – and, 
on our best days, we’re puddles. 
 
(I was gonna leave this here but as I was typing this, it’s 
like I could hear you. Speaking to me. In tones of deep 
that most people can only dream of. And by people, I 
mean males, something about your kind that evades 
this like a plague). 
 
I also thought of pride and how the most relational 
creatures alive convince themselves they can live 
without it. And how sometimes we say things like “I’m 
tired of running after them / why don’t they reply to my 
text? / I’m so over this/ wa tena motho o” both as ways 
of absolving ourselves of some kind of relational 
responsibility or as a chant, that if we repeat often 
enough, said person will come running.
 
But.
 
As you were.

E M M A  W I N T E R S

Text to a friend  I 
haven't spoken to in 

six months
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The hotel's automatic doors swish open with your 
approach and the hot, sticky humidity wafts over your skin 
like the loaded exhale of a big dog, and once you stop 
squinting in the glare you have to stop and stare around 
because you're not in Kansas anymore, Toto: buildings 
gleam steal and imposing glass almost into where the 
clouds would be on a day less devoted to being full of 
summer; carefully stacked apartment blocks carry feebly 
stirring washing ten or eleven storeys above your head; 
nestled between the concrete shells made so precisely by 
human hands a different shade of skin to yours, lords a 
staggered white roof that was prayed in many years 
before your grandmother was born, regal and less out of 
place in the modern bustling than you are in your tye-dyed 
purple dress (the temple straight out of history has many, 
many brethren in this city — you are one person away from 
being alone) and it continues to stand proudly as you 
move along, stopping at the first corner to peruse the 
vending machine for some kind of liquid, because when 
it's this hot at the very start of your day and almost every 
corner has a vending machine offering the same sweet 
relief the first one you come to will do — until it offers 
nothing you want to drink (grapefruit and mango isn't a 
combination you're brave enough to try, just yet) and you 
traipse into a convenience store, blessing the hiss of aircon 
as you slide between the rows of foreign packaging, grab a 
clear-liquid-that-must-be-water, follow the arrows neatly 
painted on the floor until they deposit you into the queue, 
step up to the cashier, begin to fumble for foreign coins as 
she breathes through a litany of divine-sounding syllables 
you can only respond "Arigatou" to every few seconds like 
that darn Styx song on repeat... which means that of 
course it gets stuck in your head and you're humming it as 
you continue to pound the pavement until a shrill bicycle 
bell rings and you jump guiltily to the left side of the 
sidewalk, where the arrows direct those heading your 
direction to walk; slink into the stream and wonder when 
you'll remember to keep left as you watch several bicycles 
whizz by, skillfully flowing around those marching up the 
opposite side of the pavement, and you try, bemused like 
a little child, to count all the bicycles in each category: six 
with baskets on the front and back, four with a front 
pouch and a back rail, eight with a child seat at the back, 
three with child seats both at the front and back — and 
you're still categorising when you wash into the flow 
heading up the station escalator, 
 
 
 
 

A Gaijin's Morning in 
Tokyo
D A N I  K R E U S C H

I was thinking about you yesterday, while trying to iron 
a white fitted sheet. Reminded of your insistence on 
white homeware; how you only eat from white 
crockery. Thought of how we yearn for perfection, for 
something in our lives or something about us to 
remain unscarred, unstained and (proud to be?) 
unhidden. Like a display of purity. It’s kind of why I 
stopped writing, you know. I was seduced by white 
linen. It’s shallow. I know. We’re humans and oh so 
shallow. Shocking, right?! because we’re also image 
bearers of Someone who’s immeasurably deep – made 
oceans that we can never get to the bottom of – and, 
on our best days, we’re puddles. 
 
(I was gonna leave this here but as I was typing this, it’s 
like I could hear you. Speaking to me. In tones of deep 
that most people can only dream of. And by people, I 
mean males, something about your kind that evades 
this like a plague). 
 
I also thought of pride and how the most relational 
creatures alive convince themselves they can live 
without it. And how sometimes we say things like “I’m 
tired of running after them / why don’t they reply to my 
text? / I’m so over this/ wa tena motho o” both as ways 
of absolving ourselves of some kind of relational 
responsibility or as a chant, that if we repeat often 
enough, said person will come running.
 
But.
 
As you were.

E M M A  W I N T E R S

but soon forget in favour of wincing at the English 
announcer butchering the names of the train stations as 
your carriage thunders and bumps to a stop, knowing that 
you'd pronounce things just as badly and hating said fact 
even as you tumble onto the platform after squeezing 
your way to the door (sumimasen, sumimasen, 
sumimasen) and weave your way outside, determinedly 
on your way to your next tourist attraction while bells 
remind you you're on the wrong half of the pavement 
until the ringing is that of a shrine bell instead; 
businessmen sweating in their suits with their palms 
pressed together and their briefcases tucked between 
their knees before they move off to your suddenly 
decided upon destination: the sprinklers are attached to 
the gutters of buildings or simply to poles erected in the 
middle of parks and they give off a soft mist that some 
walk under more than once to unstick their hair from 
their necks and cool the red heat on the cheeks; like one 
of the many holding sign boards and cheerfully calling 
about their restaurants and the specials to be found 
within, each grinning broadly even though only one of 
their crew is lucky enough to pace under the cool spray; 
they point to windows as you pass to draw your attention 
to the plastic reconstructions of the dishes on their 
menus that are displayed proudly behind the glass, 
allowing all to see exactly what they're getting before 
they order it, a courtesy offered by the street carts too as 
they wedge themselves between the restaurants housed 
in bricks, their plastic tables shiny and litter free, except 
for the one occupied by a mother and her two children 
having lunch: bowls of ramen and a bottle of milk for the 
little girl that her older brother is interested in; he leans 
over, takes it, sees she hasn't noticed, places it back down, 
waits for her eyes to flick his way and then repeats the 
motion while she reaches out far too slowly and whines 
(niiiiii-chaaaaan!) when she doesn't manage to stop the 
villain — this you stop to watch, and your travelling 
companion follows your gaze and says, with an air of 
jaundiced authority, "Big brothers are the same 
everywhere," prompting you to realise that she's right, 
and that it applies to more than just big brothers: peel 
back the skin of a person or a city and you begin to 
remember that humans and the things their hands make 
are always driven by a heartbeat — not so different at all, 
you think as you turn away and take a step, and a bicycle 
bell rings but you're already on the left side of the 
pavement so you simply smile and carry on walking.
 
Prompt: In one sentence ( + write about place)
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 Ruin, n. "That house is more than a fixer-upper. It's a lost 
cause!" "I want it." "It's not worth the cost!" "I made it – it 
is to me." "It won't ever be done with repairs!" "I have time 
and patience and skills enough." "You have other houses: 
spend time on them." "I want this one, too." "You know it 
won't like you being in it, hanging around and knocking 
things down." "I know." "It'll fight back: let the rats in on 
purpose. The mould. The dirt." "I know." “You're sure you 
want this ruin?" " If you saw the palace for my dwelling 
that I see in it, you'd understand."
 
Hole, n. I am hole. I am empty. I tell people, and they run 
away. I tell more people and they give me things to fill me 
up. But the things aren't big enough for the deep caverns. 
Or they fill for a moment and then dissolve in the rain. Or 
they end up making me bigger and deeper. I am hole, I 
tell people, and these give candles to light up the first few 
meters of darkness. But the deep depths are still dark-
dark and cannot be touched. I am hole, I tell people, and 
these lovely ones don’t really mind. They plant flowers 
around my edges and give more candles and I forget until 
they fall into me and hurt themselves that I am hole. I 
meet a new person. I am hole, I tell Him. He hums and 
goes into the dark-dark and comes up, still with love and 
no fear. He gives me a new letter he made out of painful 
love. A W. He helps me attach it, oil-drip slowly, to the 
front of me. "Now who are you?" I touch His W. "I am 
Whole."
 
Hands. n. Make fists against your breast and repeat until it 
starts to sink in: you are not defined by what these fingers 
have created. You are not the breath they’ve etched on 
paper, nor the bruises they’ve poked on skin. It does not 
matter if others are better at what you yearn to do. The 
only hands that shape who you are are His.
Circle. n. Carrion birds, spiralling closer and closer because 
they sense your weakness. Sin, conviction, grace, step 
forward in new truth and new sanctification and...then 
you’re back at the very sin you thought you’d left behind. 
Start the cycle again. And again. And again. “Jesus must 
be at the centre of your life.” There is no Jesus at the core 
of this circle. Only your stubborn messiness that devours 
you with the sharp beaks of your own creation. They are 
your pets, these razor-clawed birds of prey, and part of 
you adores feeding them every time you inevitably circle 
back to what should already have died.
 
 
 
 
 

Dictionary Entries
V A R I O U S  A N O N Y M O U S

M O R E
Mistake. n. You could have made me a star, and I would 
have pointed to You without seeking gory for myself. You 
could have made me a bird, and I would have spoken 
nothing but Your praises. You could have made me a 
rock, a tree, an angel, an animal, and atom, and all of 
those would have been infinitely greater at not screwing 
up Your will and design. You know this. And still made me 
human.
 
Burn. v. Passion licks, a slow but unyielding path from you 
heart to the tips of your fingers, singeing your veins and 
leaving soot on all you touch. Anger implodes and 
explodes at once, a flare that destroys you before it sears 
houses and bridges around you. Bitterness can lie, 
smouldering, no matter how cold and long the winters. 
Just one little spark, and it leaps to life again. But nothing 
compares to the utter decimation caused by the wildfire 
of shame.
 
Bury. v. Put the hatchet so far down in the ground, 
nobody can dig it up and use it against you.
Grave. n.  Sometimes, you have to bury the thing and 
hope it dies in the ground. Because waiting until you’re 
strong enough to kill it (let it die) will mean it stays 
haunting you forever.
 
Lighthouse. n. There’s so much of God in them, they 
beam wide-smile-wider-arms-waiting-ears into every 
starless night. And this impending shipwreck is saved 
again and again.
 
Justice. n. I should be sent to a time out corner, and my 
toys taken away. Instead, I’m still allowed to use messy, 
selfish hands to help in big, important, heart-influencing 
things. Where is the fairness in that?
 
Peace. n. You finally get to hold his hand, and it’s only so 
that you can take it and place it in hers.
 
Desire. n.
1. you make tea for me while i write. a crackling fire in the 
background, the low rumble of a boiling kettle and the 
sound of your voice asking which tea to make for me 
even though you already know. you’re always barefoot 
indoors and i wouldn’t have it any other way. you’re 
organic, down to earth; skin reflecting warm hardwood 
floors. you write notes for me and read to me from your 
journal while i write words on your arms and your legs. 
you feel like home.
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2. Friday evenings we talk about existence and art and 
redemption. childhood memories and traumas and 
failures. how to be human. living in a house amongst 
trees and white mountains. no one else is allowed to 
play with my hair. 
3. Sunday afternoons. jazz on low volume. you dance 
with this this lazy body between reluctant mumbles. 
we’re slow, quiet. unrushed rhythm shuffling my 
unsteady feet. 
4. i’m undeterred. why don’t you understand that i don’t 
want anybody else? 
5. i will love you with bare and beautifully dressed-up 
words. with waging war against every fear that keeps 
me from you. with uncomfortable courage and 
unwavering confidence. exactly like this
 
Vulnerability. adj. 
1. I’m embarrassed. I’d forgotten how intimidating this is 
for me. 
2. He tells me to just talk to you because carefully 
constructed pieces of words (that I hide behind) are 
great but also very cryptic. Labyrinthine. A suffocating 
maze. 
3. You say we wouldn’t work out because talking in 
circles drains your soul while it makes me come alive. So 
I talk to you about superheroes because I’m too afraid 
to ask you what that means. 
4. I want you to see me, to know me, so I tell you all the 
words I’m afraid breathe to anyone else. 
5. You cradle my cactus self and I, choked and flooded 
by waves of emotion, surrender to your unrelenting 
tenderness. Is this the love I’ve been longing for?Extend. 
v. I come to the end of myself again and find frayed 
pieces and torn-away means of continuation. And, as I’m 
crying, You sew a bit of Yourself on so I have more I can 
be.
 
DICTIONARY ENTRIES 
EMMA WINTER
 
Human. n. 
1. i’ve always believed i’m a contradiction but 
contradictions don’t exist; they cannot have being: i am 
ambivalent. strong and soft. a believer and a doubter. 
created. for joy and endurance. for dancing and 
mourning. yellow and blue. happy in my melancholy. 
2. i wear my frailty so well.
3. She tells me i don’t give my heart in pieces.
 
 
 
 
 
 

Regret. n.
1. “Oh no. Not this again. Please. Anything but this. 
Not this again. Please. Not this; not you”.2. I pretend I 
don’t know you, that my mind doesn’t resist thinking 
about you while your presence pursues me in my 
sleep. 
3. This town is too small for me to unsee you. 
4. I mumble unintelligibly, held hostage to my 
humanity, to how you make me feel. I tell her I see him 
in your eyes; the deathly familiar sensation of sudden 
resentment towards me. 
5. Don’t ever sit next to me again. 
6. I want to take back everything that I gave to you, 
everything you never asked me for. but I can’t. I want 
to escape your gaze that now sees me for who I really 
am. but I can’t. I want to want to retreat to mutual 
anonymity, to ignorance of your existence. but I can’t. I 
want to forget how you hung on every word I said and 
chained my soul without holding my hand. But I can’t. I 
can’t. I can’t. I can’t. 
7. …I still want to talk to you till I forget to fall asleep.
 
DICTIONARY ENTRIES
MATSHEPO MADUPELA
 
Growth. v.
1. What we have infinitely as babies only to strangely 
evade and abandon us as adults
2.  groans. discomfort. frustration. the desperation to 
escape from this existence, this body, this mind, all of 
this on a good day.
3. i wear dresses now and sometimes i finish all my 
food. But who said I have to love men yet?
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you. who might or might not want birds on your shoulder.
 
you might get this. you might miss it completely.
Frenchman says it’s always a risk.
i don’t do this, you know.
i’d convinced myself out of this; running away and trying 
to pretend it never happened.
climbing out of the chair of emotions as if
i don’t feel anything at all
for you.
 
for over a year, she’s been trying to get me to see you.
“he’s a great guy; you should give him a chance.”
nope. not interested. i don’t get him at all. find someone 
else.  
“i don’t understand. why don’t you like him?”
...
i sit by the window and reluctantly observe you.
armed guards on the roof. ninjas on the fence. a swat 
team surrounds the parameter.
you seem harmless; i tell them to let you in.
i am constantly under their guard;
they keep the danger out and help me clean up the mess 
after the danger has left.
 
i am not sentimental.
i like what i do; holding together thoughts and 
possibilities and alternatives and contradictions and logic 
without being found in any of them.
i am not sentimental.
i’m forgetful. detached. cool as a cucumber.
on a good day, i don’t know what i’m feeling because i’m 
probably not feeling anything
(except, sometimes when i’m around you).
ugh; blame it on this melancholic self,
i tend to forget the frailty of my humanity
(except, sometimes when i’m around you).
on a good day, it’s something i understand as an 
existential truth.
(except, sometimes when you look at me).
 
i talk to Him about you; ask Him how you did that so 
easily.
i think about them:
the bearded bear. him with the questions. the freckled 
face. mr sleeves.
 
 
 
 
h f th did h t did

on why i don't like 
surprises
A N O N Y M O U S

I was thinking about you yesterday, while trying to iron 
a white fitted sheet. Reminded of your insistence on 
white homeware; how you only eat from white 
crockery. Thought of how we yearn for perfection, for 
something in our lives or something about us to 
remain unscarred, unstained and (proud to be?) 
unhidden. Like a display of purity. It’s kind of why I 
stopped writing, you know. I was seduced by white 
linen. It’s shallow. I know. We’re humans and oh so 
shallow. Shocking, right?! because we’re also image 
bearers of Someone who’s immeasurably deep – made 
oceans that we can never get to the bottom of – and, 
on our best days, we’re puddles. 
 
(I was gonna leave this here but as I was typing this, it’s 
like I could hear you. Speaking to me. In tones of deep 
that most people can only dream of. And by people, I 
mean males, something about your kind that evades 
this like a plague). 
 
I also thought of pride and how the most relational 
creatures alive convince themselves they can live 
without it. And how sometimes we say things like “I’m 
tired of running after them / why don’t they reply to my 
text? / I’m so over this/ wa tena motho o” both as ways 
of absolving ourselves of some kind of relational 
responsibility or as a chant, that if we repeat often 
enough, said person will come running.
 
But.
 
As you were.

how none of them did what you did:
not with bright, piercing eyes
not with familiar hands that know how to search me
not with picnics and chocolates in my mailbox
not with promises of something i learned to not live 
without
not with words that gave me what (i thought) i wanted
not with a readily-available brain that i could pick 
whenever i desired
not with soft hands and warm arms that (quite easily) 
put me to sleep.
not with broad shoulders could barely carry the weight 
of my being…
 
i wrote this to process it all; hoping that, by the time I 
get to the end of this, it would’ve been good and 
memorable and a fleeting experience. 
like a shooting star: wild and fiery but disappearing
But it isn’t.
traces of your fingerprints are on me and I don’t know 
how to get them off.
Not sure if I want to.
your words and stories and answers and questions are 
playing in my head;
not sure how to make them stop; not sure if i want to
 
they’ve left.
all the guards around my heart.
all the ninjas, with their swords.
i think I know why but i’m not ready to say it. 
 
“Maybe i like him,” I finally admit to her.
over a year later.
 
i don’t do this.
but you make it a little easier
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

...a fleeting experience.
like a shooting star: 

wild and fiery but disappearing
But it isn’t.
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E M M A  W I N T E R S

he sits directly in front of me. i look at his face. more like 
beheld him. noticed that though he isn’t growing a full beard, 
he has quite a bit of hair on his face. backward facing cap 
rests comfortably on his head. he’s at peace — in his body, 
with his being, with his existence. i want to know what that 
feels like. i can’t look away. 
 
until he asks me about all of them that tried and failed.
suddenly i notice the table cloth: its asymmetrical patterns, 
how it feels beneath my fingers, the ugly colours. it’s made 
of plastic.
i notice that my fork is curved unevenly at the end, wonder 
how many times it’s been used.
i should’ve asked for a steak knife. 
i’m really not hungry, should’ve committed to my decision to 
not eat.
i wonder how much packing i’d have to do.
still haven’t written my abstract, it’s due tomorrow, i should 
probably start.
 
i look away, as if i can step out of his gaze
i look away, as if there’s a lens in front of me, waiting for the 
perfect shot.
i look away, as if his eyes are sculpting my face.
i look away, as if that would force him to do the same.
he doesn’t.
i still feel his eyes on my face.
they search my eyes, waiting to catch them.
 
it’s almost intimidating, the awareness that comes with being 
the object of someone’s gaze.
 
consider myself a runner; never hanging around long enough 
to stop and stare; my feet are too quick for my face to be 
seen. 
 
i still look away.
as if i can see them in the not-so-distant past.
as if they’re gathered at a table a few feet away from me.
as if they’re looking at me while holding pieces of my soul, 
parts of my being i want to take back
(because i was never rightfully theirs!)
but, i can’t.
as if i can see them on the bench, each holding a piece of 
this unsolved (unsolvable?) being.
lots of question marks and contradictions of someone who 
barely even existed.
they can never make sense of me; i was never who they 
thought they knew. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

so they just sit there and, without talking to each other, stare 
at me.
quiet. green eyes. blue eyes. a greying beard. a smile fit for 
prince charming.
i watch them intently, as though warning them to not come 
near me.
 
casually, i tell him about each of them, in between defensive 
little laughs, to distract myself from whatever i’m feeling or 
trying to not feel
— if i feel anything at all? —
so he doesn’t catch a whiff of the shame that still covers the 
sickening regret.
“wow. dark times”, i laugh. trying to break from the tension 
that tries to hold me hostage.
“we’ve all had dark times”.
 
i dismiss that, shrug that off, as per usual. 
the built-in reflex, regulating this (recovering) perfectionist 
self.
i stop to think about Him: how He’s gracious and kind and 
full of compassion and how easily my heart shrugs that off.
 
i am dying and i am also fighting my only chance at life.
 
interesting how he asked me who would win between me 
and Him in a boxing match.
i pack a (relatively) mean punch, but don’t stand a chance 
against the One who made these trembling fists.
this was always a mismatch.
whether out of stubbornness or habit, i keep swinging.
fighting.
against rest.
against life and love and freedom and joy.
against what’s best for me because i’m scared it won’t look 
like what i think i may or may not want
against everything that i’ve always wanted.
pull away from the grace i so desperately need.
 
“who would win in a boxing match between you and God?”
 
the obvious answer catches up to me:
with clinched arms
and tired legs
and lungs out of breath,
 
i look at Him,
nod at the white towel in my corner
in sweaty, bloody, reluctant surrender.
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I was thinking about you yesterday, while trying to iron 
a white fitted sheet. Reminded of your insistence on 
white homeware; how you only eat from white 
crockery. Thought of how we yearn for perfection, for 
something in our lives or something about us to 
remain unscarred, unstained and (proud to be?) 
unhidden. Like a display of purity. It’s kind of why I 
stopped writing, you know. I was seduced by white 
linen. It’s shallow. I know. We’re humans and oh so 
shallow. Shocking, right?! because we’re also image 
bearers of Someone who’s immeasurably deep – made 
oceans that we can never get to the bottom of – and, 
on our best days, we’re puddles. 
 
(I was gonna leave this here but as I was typing this, it’s 
like I could hear you. Speaking to me. In tones of deep 
that most people can only dream of. And by people, I 
mean males, something about your kind that evades 
this like a plague). 
 
I also thought of pride and how the most relational 
creatures alive convince themselves they can live 
without it. And how sometimes we say things like “I’m 
tired of running after them / why don’t they reply to my 
text? / I’m so over this/ wa tena motho o” both as ways 
of absolving ourselves of some kind of relational 
responsibility or as a chant, that if we repeat often 
enough, said person will come running.
 
But.
 
As you were.

When words fail me
R U V I M B O  M B I R A

When words fail me
I whisper a silent prayer from the depths of my
heart directly to your heart.
This prayer is not made of words
 but only of my heart raised to your loving hands.
 
When words fail me
I unleash a silent scream so riveting
it echoes through eternity, knowing you will absorb 
every wave
because you are eternal.
 
When words fail me
 I weep because sometimes only tears can
communicate the storm raging inside of me.
 
When words fail me
I shout for joy ,
jump up high holding nothing back,
I burst into laughter because your goodness 
overwhelms me
 
When words fail me
a sudden gasp
a broad smile
or a dreamy lingering sigh
is the only response I can utter at your power.
 
When words fail me
you speak for me in the same thundering voice
that spoke the world into motion.
 
When words fail me
my anger dies down,
my intelligence fades,
all my knowledge ceases to be,
my wisdom crumbles.
Yet every part of me is awakened because you are 
holding me together.
 
When words fail me
I lose sight of this world and your vision takes over
I get a glimpse of you
 
When words fail me
I embrace the stillness of the moment
and I allow you to be God.
 
 

When words fail me
I am most aware of the raw reality
of your enduring ever-present agape love.
A love that leads me into a perpetual cycle of awe and 
amazement.
A love that immunizes me from the bondage of this 
earth
A love so fiercely extravagant it is impossible for me to 
deserve it
Yet I am your beloved. 
 
When words fail me
When words fail me
I know
It is you.
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